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Abstract. A major challenge in using multi-modal, distributed sensor
systems for activity recognition is to maintain a temporal synchroniza-
tion between individually recorded data streams. A common approach
is to use well defined ‘synchronization actions’ performed by the user to
generate, easily identifiable pattern events in all recorded data streams.
The events are then used to manually align data streams. This paper
proposes an automatic method for this synchronization.

We demonstrate that synchronization actions can be automatically
identified and used for stream synchronization across widely different
sensors such as acceleration, sound, force, and a motion tracking sys-
tem. We describe fundamental properties and bounds of our event-based
synchronization approach. In particular, we show that the event tim-
ing relation is transitive for sensor groups with shared members. We
analyzed our synchronization approach in three studies. For a large
dataset of 5 users and totally 308 data stream minutes we achieved a
synchronization error of 0.3 s for more than 80% of the stream.

1 Introduction

Multi-modal, distributed sensor systems have been proposed for a variety of
wearable and pervasive computing applications. A major practical concern to use
such systems is how to temporally synchronize data streams between individual
sensors. In particular, methods that rely on sensor fusion (such as computing
joint features from several sensors or jointly feeding a classifier) require that
sensor signals are well synchronized.

The synchronization problem is a well known and widely studied distributed
systems issue [3]. Without precautions, clocks of physically separate processors
will run asynchronously [10]. A receiving node observes this as skew and drift
in the incoming sensor data stream. Furthermore, networked nodes may startup
or resume operation independently. This can causes offsets at stream receivers,
similar to not handled data interrupts in wireless links.

Much effort has been devoted to lightweight clock synchronization methods
for wireless sensor networks (see related work). In general these methods rely on
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elaborate message passing and time distribution protocols among the network
nodes. This paper does not aim to compete with, or improve upon this work.
While in theory, it may be assumed that a sensor node could receive messages
and run such synchronization protocols, in practice many on-body and pervasive
sensing setups do not have appropriate capabilities. For one, leaving out the
receiving capability reduces power consumption and makes node design simpler.
Secondly, systems are often built using nodes from different manufacturers with
insufficient built-in synchronization support. It is not common that commercial
nodes provide access to node-internal communication routines.

Consequently, we look at a specific problem variation that occurs frequently
in wearable and pervasive systems: sensor nodes merely stream data in a hier-
archical topology and are not able to communicate with each other. This means
that no message passing protocols can be run between the nodes. Instead, the
synchronization can rely solely on the content of the data stream.

It is common practice in wearable and pervasive application studies to rely
on event-based synchronization of data streams. To this end, ‘synchronization
actions’ are defined, which are periodically performed by a subject during the
recording (at least once at the start of a data collection). Such actions are de-
signed to simultaneously activate multiple sensors and provide an easily iden-
tifiable data signature. Often encountered examples are clapping, jumping, and
hitting a surface. The characteristic signature of a synchronization action can be
used to align signal segments from different sensors. Currently, this is typically
done through manual inspection of the data streams. This paper investigates a
method to automate this process.

It is intuiting to rely on natural activity patterns to synchronize sensor data
streams that are performed by users in a pervasive application. However, it
is essential to develop a robust synchronization framework in the first place.
Hence, we chose validation scenarios for this initial work, in which particularly
selected synchronization actions had been inserted into sensor data streams. We
subsequently discuss how our concept could extend on natural activities.

1.1 Related Work

Time synchronization is a well known and widely studied problem in wireless
sensor networks, in particular for subsequent sensor data fusion. Surveys can be
found in [8] and [10]. Typically, the solutions target a network-wide synchro-
nization by aligning the clocks of all physically distributed nodes [10,9]. For this
purpose specific messages are exchanged among the nodes.

As detailed above, we target systems where a synchronization based on ex-
changing messages is not feasible due to unidirectional communication channels.
Our approach relies on data signatures (events) embedded in data streams, hence
it does not modify the source clocks. However, it ensures a relative synchroniza-
tion between data sources at the fusion unit.

Instead of establishing a network-wide clock, various communication systems
use a source synchronization approach for medium access. These techniques tar-
get to align message recipient(s) on a link with the clock provided by the sender,
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through monitoring packet reception [7] or protocol-specific features, such as a
preamble. Our approach is similar to source synchronization, as the fusion unit
observes the relative offset in the incoming data streams.

More relevant research looks at correlation of different sensor data streams
for various applications. This includes the use of correlations to determine that
a set of devices are carried by the same person [5], as well as attempts to use
correlation between sounds received by different sensors for indoor location [2].

Many researchers experienced clock synchronization failures in deployed sen-
sor networks due to software bugs, communication failures, and frequent reboots,
rendering large parts of data unusable [11,4,6]. Common solutions try to recover
corrupted timestamps in a postmortem process. Werner-Allen [11] corrects er-
rors caused by the time synchronization protocol on behalf of a base station
that adds its own timestamps to the collected data. They build piecewise linear
models to map local node time to global time without utilizing the actual sensor
data collected by the nodes. Lukac [6] proposes data driven time synchronization
by utilizing background noise in seismic sensing systems. By building a model
of the propagation of micorseisms (seismic waves that travel through continents,
originated by oceans) they can reconstruct timestamps in large datasets gath-
ered by seismic networks. The Sundial system [4] uses light sensors to detect
length of day and noon time and compares them offline with the astronomical
model to estimate the correct global timestamps. While this approach is based
on a single sensing modality they also apply a method to correlate rain events
with soil humidity events for finding the correct day. This is very similar to our
approach but we do not rely on additional information about the events to find
the correct mapping and we explicitly allow event spotting errors.

1.2 Challenges of Event-Based Stream Synchronization

The conceptual solution for event-based synchronization is straightforward. We
assume that each data item is time-stamped with a local clock (or stream se-
quence number). Once a first synchronization action is localized in all data
streams, offsets between the local clocks or sequence numbers are computed.
Upon locating a second event, differences between sensor clock frequencies can
be computed. Subsequently, the data streams are aligned according to these dif-
ferences. Additional events may help keeping streams synchronized over time
and could increase synchronization accuracy.

In reality, there are a number of problems related to reliable, automatic spot-
ting of synchronization actions. It is well known that recognizing short actions
embedded in a continuous stream of arbitrary sensor data is a hard problem. To
synchronize data streams based on events, actions must be spotted separately in
each data stream. This is even more difficult than under a multi-modal spotting
scheme, where signals from several sensors can be combined. Hence actions could
be confused with other arbitrary actions. As a consequence, the synchronization
algorithm has to cope with deleted (missed) and inserted (wrongly recognized)
events in individual streams. Hence it is not a-priori clear which events should
be aligned with each other.
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Another particular spotting property is the timing variations among retrieved
events. For an event-based synchronization approach, this variation can have two
origins. On one hand, a spotting procedure can introduce a temporal jitter due
to an assumed segmentation. Typically, this jitter is a fraction of the expected
event size [1]. Secondly, spotting on independent sensors can impose different
event patterns. For example, hitting a table with a fist will generate a short
temporal acceleration at the wrist, while the table will vibrate longer with a
delayed onset. Thus, even if the synchronization actions are correctly spotted, it
is not always clear how to relate events in time.

1.3 Paper Contributions

This paper investigates solutions to the problems described above, facilitating a
practical implementation of automatic, event-based synchronization. We demon-
strate that synchronization actions can be identified across widely different sen-
sors, such as accelerometers and optical motion tracking systems. We show how
using repetitive events can improve synchronization results. Moreover, we show
that the timing relation is transitive for sensor groups with shared members. The
latter can be exploited for further reliability improvements and to synchronize
larger multi-modal sensor networks.

2 Spotting and Synchronization Approach

Our approach consists of two steps. In the first step appropriately defined syn-
chronization actions are spotted in each sensor data stream. Specifically, we
spotted hand ‘clap’, ‘push-release’ of a button, and arm ‘shake’ actions as de-
scribed below. In a second step our online synchronization algorithm is used to
establish, which events in two different streams correspond to the same physical
action. This step deals with missing and inserted events, as well as temporal jit-
ter. The result of this step is a continuous alignment estimation corresponding
to events derived from the participating data streams.

The required synchronization performance is application dependent. For a
typical example of motion-related activities in daily life, such as considered in
this work, stream alignment should be well below 1 s. Nevertheless, an alignment
performance below 0.1 s is typically not needed. In our evaluation we selected a
performance of 0.3 s as target alignment.

2.1 Event Spotting

In our approach synchronization actions are associated with a single timestamp
from each data stream. Nevertheless, even short physical actions such as a hand
clap exhibit a temporal signal pattern. Figure 1(a) illustrates such patterns for
acceleration and audio streams. Hence, we specifically modelled a synchroniza-
tion point in the event patterns using signal features. Two sliding window algo-
rithms were used to spot ‘clap’, ‘push-release’, and ‘shake’ gestures on individual
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modalities. Figures 1(a)-1(c) show these events on four different sensing modali-
ties (acceleration, force sensitive resistors (FSR), positioning sensors, and audio).
Other event types or sensing modalities may require further spotting algorithms,
which can be easily designed.

For both algorithms we obtained model parameters manually by analyzing pat-
tern examples. The parameterswere chosen to minimize eventmiss rate. This spot-
ting approachmight result in suboptimal event recognitionperformance.However,
it was not the goal of this work to maximize event spotting performance, but to
analyze practical operation of our stream synchronization algorithm.

Trailing Edge Detection. The patterns produced by ‘clap’ and ‘push-release’
events have similar characteristics. Their signal pattern have a stable phase of
“silence” followed by a fast rise or fall (see Fig. 1(a) and 1(b)). The start of a
rise/fall phase was considered as the synchronization point. The two events were
distinguished by the features: minimal length of silence phase, signal range of
silence phase, length of rise/fall phase, and signal range of rise/fall phase.

Shake Detection. The detection of shakes was implemented by tracking peaks
(alternating local minima and maxima) over time. The features, minimal peak
height, min/max of time between peaks, and number of peaks had been used.
The begin and end of shake events may vary between sensing modalities (shown
in Fig. 1(c)). Consequently, we defined the center point (midpoint between first
and last peak timestamp) as synchronization point for shake events.
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Fig. 1. Aligned sensor signals: (a) hand ‘clap’ recorded from wrist mounted accelerom-
eters and a microphone, (b) button push followed by sudden release recorded from an
FSR under thumb and wrist mounted accelerometers (‘push-release’), (c) two ‘shake’
motions recorded from accelerometers and a camera-based positioning system. “SP”
indicates synchronization points returned by our spotting procedure and subsequently
used for alignment.
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2.2 Event-Based Synchronization

While the event pattern structure (such as signal peaks for ‘shake’ events) could
be used to analyze the synchronization between two sensor streams, we found
these patterns to be too variable. Moreover, the patterns may differ between
modalities, which would hamper their alignment. Instead our approach relies on
a sequence of spotted events from both streams to estimate alignment. In par-
ticular, we consider the temporal distribution of the retrieved events as relevant
synchronization property. Thus, as long as events do not occur with constant
frequency, we expect that a match between event sequences of both streams can
be found. Clearly, the probability for a correct event match will increase with
the sequence length of matching events.

Algorithm: The synchronization algorithm compares two event sequences A =
{a1, . . . , an} and B = {b1, . . . , bm} to estimate a sequence match. A sliding win-
dow with a size of 30 s was applied on the event sequence for online operation
and retain multiple events for alignment analysis at any considered stream po-
sition. The procedure can be understood as shifting sequence B in time until an
optimal match is found with sequence A.
Let

d(i, j) = t(bi) − t(aj), i ∈ [1, . . . n], j ∈ [1, . . .m] (1)

be the n-by-m matrix of timestamp differences between all possible events of
sequence A and B, and let

P = {(i1, j1), . . . , (ik, jk)}, k > 1, il < il+1, jl < jl+1 ∀l ∈ [1, . . . k − 1] (2)

be a matching path of length k between A and B. Each cell (i, j) in path P
denotes a match between event ai and bj and therefore indicates an offset of
d(i, j) between A and B. Matches in P are unique (il �= il′ , jl �= jl′ ∀l �= l′) but
not necessarily include all events (il+1 − il ≥ 1, jl+1 − jl ≥ 1). The latter allows
coping with event spotting errors.

We analyze all potential paths (candidate paths) and select the best by ap-
plying a weighting function w(P ) = wK(P )∗wV (P ) on each candidate. Weights
wK and wV were defined with an intend to maximize path length k and mini-
mize variance of path distances v = var({d(i1, j1), . . . , d(ik, jk)}). The synchro-
nization algorithm provides a continuous estimation of relative stream offsets
between two sources by selecting Pbest = max[w(P )].

The path search can be performed incrementally. For a given cell (il, jl) a sub-
sequent cell (il+1, jl+1) in the path is determined by searching in the submatrix
of (il, jl):

jl+1 = arg min
j′∈[jl+1...m]

|d1 − d(il + 1, j′)| and (3)

il+1 = arg min
i′∈[il+1...n]

|d1 − d(i′, jl+1)|, (4)

where d1 = d(i1, j1) denotes a path’s starting point. If |d1−d(il+1, jl+1)| does not
fall below a tolerance threshold this cell is discarded and searching is repeated
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Fig. 2. Two event sequences with the corresponding matching paths highlighted in the
timestamp differences matrix (left), and the best path displayed on the timeline (right)

in submatrix (il+1, jl+1 + 1). In our evaluations a tolerance of 0.3 s was used
to prune non-relevant paths. Multiple candidates of matching paths are found
by starting a new search from each top and left border cell (see Fig. 2.2). This
corresponds to shifting sequence B against sequence A.

For path weight wK = 1 − e−((k−1)/(2−kE))2 was used where k is the actual
path length and kE denotes the expected path length. As variance weight we
used wV = 1− e−0.5(v/R)2 , where regularizer R serves to control variance weight
contribution. Weighting behavior is designed to maximize weight for particular
parameter sets. For wK a maximum is obtained at k = kE , for wV , variance
should be minimized.

Parameters kE and R can be used to adapt our synchronization algorithm.
Expected sequence length kE depends on the targeted synchronization perfor-
mance, where larger kE , hence longer sequences, will result in reduced synchro-
nization errors. Parameter R controls the influence of temporal event jitter in
wV . For this work, we determined R = 0.05 in empirical tests and confirmed it
in all evaluations discussed in Section 3.

It should be noted that our heuristic algorithm can miss a globally opti-
mal path as Eqs. 3, 4 are sequentially evaluated. We consider our approach as
a tradeoff limiting computational complexity compared to a full search which
would involve evaluating all potential paths within a submatrix of cell (il, jl).
Our evaluation results confirm that this approach is feasible.

2.3 Specific Synchronization Properties

Transitivity. Synchronization alignments, as determined with our approach,
are transitive. If relative offsets between data streams A and B and between
stream B and C are known, then the offset between stream A and C can be
deduced. This transitive property allows that sensors or sensor subnets, which do
not share common events with other sensors, can still be synchronized on behalf
of mediating sensors. We demonstrate how this property can be exploited by
analyzing synchronization pairs in Section 3. Moreover, such dependencies could
be used to refine synchronization result, as potentially multiple synchronization
sources become available.

Performance Bounds. We analyzed theoretical performance bounds for our
synchronization algorithm with regard to event input. In particular, we considered
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the following essential properties: (1) effect of event sequence timing, (2) impact
of the number of synchronization actions, and (3) temporal event jitter introduced
through the spotting method.

A sequence of events a = {a1, . . . , an} can be described in terms of time dis-
tances between subsequent events s = {s1, . . . , sn−1} = {t(a2)−t(a1), . . . , t(an)−
t(an−1)}. The worst-case scenario for our synchronization algorithm is a monot-
onous sequence of constant event distances, hence s1 = s2 = . . . = sn. In this
specific case, an alignment can not be uniquely identified using our distance ap-
proach. However, in practice this situation will be rare and difficult to construct.

If we allow some degree of temporal variance in an input event sequence,
we may describe s as a random variable with Gaussian probability distribution
p(s) = N (μ, σ). We denote ŝ as an actual distance between spotted events
that have jitter ±ω. Consequently, the probability for obtaining a specific event
distance can be derived by:

P (s = ŝ ± ω) =
∫ ŝ+ω

ŝ−ω

p(s), (5)

which has its maximum at s∗ = μ. Hence, if σ increases, the probability for
a unique event match is raised, as P (s) decreases. In contrast, if the temporal
event jitter ω increases, P (s) increases as well. This means, that it is more likely
to randomly observe a specific event distance.

In the analysis above we considered a distance between two events only, hence
k = 1. In a more practical setting, however, several synchronization actions may
be considered for estimating alignment. Thus,

PPath(ω, k) = P (s1 = ŝ1 ± ω, . . . , sk = ŝk ± ω) =
k∏

i=1

P (ŝi ± ω) (6)

shows the probability for a matching path of constant event distance. Hence,
the chance of a random match decreases exponentially with increasing event
sequence length k.

3 Evaluation

We performed three experiments to analyze the synchronization performance for
different events and sensor modalities. All evaluations use sensor modalities that
are relevant in ubiquitous applications and have been used in previous studies.
Initially, two experiments where performed to investigate the synchronization ap-
proach with different sensor modalities and combinations (force-acceleration-
audio, acceleration-positioning). In a subsequent evaluation, we investigate the
performance of the synchronization algorithm in a large data set (totally 308 min.
of 5 users) that was recorded for activity recognition in daily living scenarios. All
synchronization actions were annotated and refined in a post-recording step by
visual inspections of the data streams. For all experiments the correct alignment
was manually determined from signal inspections. Annotation and alignment in-
formation was used as ground truth.
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3.1 Evaluation 1: Force-Acceleration-Audio

Data Recording. The dataset was recorded with a single wrist worn motion
sensor (Xsens MTx), one FSR on the desk, and an ambient sound microphone.
The MTx comprises 3D sensors for acceleration, rate of turn, and earth-magnetic
field. In this investigation only 3D acceleration was considered. MTx were sam-
pled with a nominal data rate of 100Hz, FSR at 16Hz, and audio at 8 kHz. For
FSR and MTx a wireless connection (Bluetooth) was used to transmit data to
a computer. Audio was acquired and timestamped on a second computer and
streamed to the first computer for archival.

The total recording time was ∼20minutes. During this time five sessions of
‘push-release’ gestures and six sessions of ‘clap’ gestures were performed by one
person. Each gesture was repeated several times during a session resulting in
a total of 20 ‘push-release’ and 24 ‘clap’ gestures. Between the synchronization
sessions normal office activities were conducted and several times the wireless
connection is intentionally broken by increasing the distance to the recording
computer. These link interrupts served to simulate both, connection errors and
temporary sensor failures.

Synchronization Procedure. Using the transitive property of our approach,
two synchronization pairs were established in this analysis: (1) MTx-FSR us-
ing ‘push-release’ and (2) MTx-audio using ‘clap’ gestures. The synchronization
pairs are illustrated in Figure 3(b). The streams of each synchronization domain
were independently aligned using our synchronization algorithm. We used the
trailing edge spotting algorithm to recognize both event types in all streams.
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Fig. 3. Evaluation 1: (a): Results for the force-acceleration-audio dataset. The offsets
indicate the actual (truth) and estimated (result) alignments for the entire dataset.
(b): Synchronization pairing scheme.
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Results. The event spotting returned 95.5% of the gesture instances correctly.
Only 4 instances from the MTx sensor were missed. In total 23 false positives
were returned (26.1%), 19 of them by the clap detection on the accelerometer
signals, which classified most ‘push-release’ events as ‘clap’ events. The remaining
false detections were caused by the FSR spotting, which generated insertions at
rising signal edges.

Figure 3(a) shows the synchronization algorithm results as a time plot. Green
crosses indicate true offsets, manually determined at each event instance. Blue
‘+’ signs mark the offsets estimated by our synchronization algorithm. At least
one result was found for each session of ‘push-release’ gestures with an error of
∼0.1 s. One session of clap gestures did not lead to a result because of missed
events. This session contained only three annotated event instances, which was
also used for kE . Consequently, if one event was not retrieved by the spotting
algorithm, a correct match was no longer possible. The MTx-audio pair incurred
one error with an error of -10 s due to event insertions.

3.2 Evaluation 2: Acceleration-Positioning

Data Recording. We attached infrared markers of an optical motion captur-
ing system (Lukotronic) onto two accelerometer-based motion sensors (Xsens
MTx). The position data from the Lukotronic system was streamed over a wired
network connection (TCP) to the recording computer. The acceleration data
from the two MTx sensors was transferred over two independent wireless con-
nections (Bluetooth). All sensing systems sampled with a nominal data rate of
100Hz. A dataset of ∼60minutes was recorded during which individual units
and both units together were shaken.

Synchronization Procedure. Three synchronization pairs were established:
(1) MTx0-Lukotronic, (2) MTx1-Lukotronic, and (3) MTx0-MTx1. The synchro-
nization pairs are illustrated in Figure 4(b). The streams of each synchronization
domain were independently aligned using our synchronization algorithm.

We used the shake detection algorithm to spot ‘shake’ events for both sensor
modalities. As described before, we considered the midpoint of a shake event as
synchronization point. This approach compensated varying detections of peak
begin and ends on both modalities.

Results. The manual data stream alignment revealed that the camera system
had an offset of 8 seconds relative to both accelerometers. This can be explained
by different starting times of both system types and by differences in transmission
delays. In addition to the stream offset, skew and drift seemed to be marginal
for this recording.

The event spotting correctly returned all synchronization actions and did not
incur insertion errors. Figure 4(a) shows the synchronization algorithm results as
a time plot for all synchronization pairs. The plot can be interpreted as discussed
for evaluation 1 above. The algorithm correctly detected that no offset existed
at multiple time points on each synchronization domain. The algorithm incurred
one error due to a similar event sequence found in one stream.
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Fig. 4. Evaluation 2: (a): Results for the acceleration-positioning dataset. The offsets
indicate the actual (truth) and estimated (result) alignments for the entire dataset.
(b): Synchronization pairing scheme.

This experiment demonstrates that repetitive gestures (with an extent in
time) can be used as synchronization actions. Moreover, it confirms the feasibil-
ity to use the transitive property for independent synchronization pairs. Sensors
that are members of two independent synchronization pairs could use both to
refine alignment results.

3.3 Evaluation 3: Office Scenario

Data Recording. A setup consisting of a motion sensor at the right wrist (Xsens
MTx), left wrist (Xsens MTx), and ambient sound microphone was worn by the
users. In addition, four FSR sensors were mounted under pads that could sense
if household utensils are placed on them were used. The right wrist motion
sensor was attached to an Xbus, sampled at 30Hz and interfaced to a laptop
computer using the a wired connection. For the microphone a wired connection
at 8 kHz sampling rate was used. The left wrist Xsens was connected through
a wireless link (Bluetooth) at 30Hz. The FSRs were synchronously sampled
at 12.5Hz by another (stationary computer). During the actual study the lap-
top that interfaced all wearable sensors, was carried by an experiment observer
who followed the test person. In total this setup had four unsynchronized data
streams recorded by two computers.

Five test person were individually recorded for sessions ∼60minutes. During
these sessions the test persons were asked to perform various activities in four
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a): Test person during push-release gesture. (b): Synchronization pairing
scheme for evaluation 3.

different scenarios: office (desktop work, printing, using fax), eating (preparing
sandwich, making coffee, eating), gaming (installing a Wii console, gaming using
the Wii remote), and leisure (reading magazines, speaking at the phoning).

Synchronization Procedure. Three times during the session (beginning,
mid-time, end) the test persons were asked to perform synchronization actions
consisting of ‘push-release’ of one FSR pads on the table using the right arm (ac-
tivation of right MTx and FSR), and ‘clap’ with both hands (activation of both
MTx and audio). Figure 5(a) illustrates the synchronization action for ‘push-
release’. The synchronization actions were repeated three to four times, resulting
in a total of at least 45 relevant synchronization actions per test person (when
counted each data streams separately).

Four synchronization pairs were established: (1) right MTx-left MTx using
‘clap’, (2) right MTx-audio using ‘clap’, (3) left MTx-audio using ‘clap’, and
(4) right MTx-FSR using ‘push-release’. The synchronization pairs are illustrated
in Figure 5(b). The streams of each synchronization domain were independently
aligned using our synchronization algorithm. We used the trailing edge spotting
algorithm to recognize both event types in all streams.

Results. The event spotting algorithm was used with the same parameter set
for all test persons. In total for all persons, 83% of the synchronization actions
were correctly spotted. The procedure incurred 654 insertion errors (284%) with
low inter-person variances. This result should be considered in relation to the
recording time (total: 300minutes), resulting in an average of two insertions per
minute. This high insertion rate was expected due to the simple spotting proce-
dure and the limited model training. Elaborate spotting procedures, automated
training, and person adaptation could improve the result. However, this was not
the goal of this work. Nevertheless, this result represents a hard, real life test
condition for our synchronization algorithm.
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Fig. 6. Evaluation 3: Quantitative results of the synchronization. (a): Cumulative dis-
tribution results for all candidate synchronization paths and different path length k.
(b): Cumulative distribution of synchronization sessions that have at least one align-
ment estimation result with regard to the synchronization error. The synchronization
paths length k was not restricted for this representation.

Figure 6(a) shows the cumulative error distribution for individual synchro-
nization path lengths. This result was obtained by analyzing the synchroniza-
tion error for all candidate synchronization paths. The result confirms that with
increasing path length k the probability for large alignment errors decreases.
When considering the targeted alignment error of 0.3 s, ∼55% of all cases for
k ≥ 3, and ∼90% of all cases for k ≥ 4 are below this error bar. In contrast, for
path length of k ≥ 2 no useful synchronization performance is obtained. This
means that it is very common to find two events in one stream that incidentally
have the same distance (time difference) as two events in the paired stream. This
observation is related to the relatively high insertion rate for this dataset and
the deployed event spotter. However, path lengths of three or four events are
sufficient to reach a reasonable synchronization performance. With the simple
event spotters considered in this evaluation, we observed that k = 4 is needed
in many cases.

Furthermore, we analyzed the error distribution with regard to the synchro-
nization sessions that were identified by the event spotting. Figure 6(b) confirms
that for more than 80% of the synchronization sessions an synchronization error
of less than 0.3 s was achieved.

4 Conclusion and Further Work

Our experiments clearly show the potential of an automatic, event-based ap-
proach to synchronize distributed multi-modal sensor systems. We concluded
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from the results that our synchronization algorithm can achieve the initially set
target of 0.3 s synchronization error. However, the evaluations also showed that
in realistic scenarios achieving high synchronization performance is not trivial. In
evaluation 3, a synchronization path length of four was required to achieve a per-
formance greater than 80% for the targeted error level. This result indicates that
an appropriate event spotting and subsequent reasoning across different synchro-
nization pairs is the key to good performance. In addition, more investigation
is needed on suitable synchronization actions for different sensor combinations.
Our further work will attempt to include natural activities in the event-based
synchronization approach. We expect that this step will help to further improve
the synchronization performance.
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